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Prime Minister Liz Truss addressed Conservative Party Conference 2022 and outlined our plan 

to Get Britain Moving. 

October 5th 2022 

My friends, it’s great to be here with you in Birmingham. 

It’s fantastic to see the cranes across the skyline building new buildings… 

…the busy trams coursing down the streets……and the bull standing proudly at the heart of 

Birmingham. 

My friends, this is what a city with a Tory Mayor looks like – it’s positive, it’s enterprising, it’s 

successful. 

 [...] 

These are stormy days. 

 Together, we have mourned the death of Queen Elizabeth II, the rock on which modern Britain 

was built. 

 We are now in a new era under King Charles III. 

 We are dealing with the global economic crisis caused by Covid and by Putin’s appalling war in 

Ukraine. 

 In these tough times, we need to step up. 

 I am determined to get Britain moving, to get us through the tempest and put us on a stronger 

footing as a nation. 

 I am driven in this mission by my firm belief in the British people. 

 I believe that you know best how to spend your own money, to get on in life and realise your own 

ambitions. 

 My friends that is what Conservatism is about. 

 It is a belief in freedom, in fair play and the great potential of the British people. 

 So, I’m not going to tell you what to do, or what to think or how to live your life. 

 I’m not interested in how many two-for-one offers you buy at the supermarket, how you spend 

your spare time, or in virtue signalling. 

 I’m not interested in just talking about things, but actually in doing things. 

 What I’m interested in is your hopes and fears that you feel every day. 

 Can you get a good job locally? 

 Is it safe to walk down the high street late at night? 
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 Can you get a doctor’s appointment? 

 I know how you feel because I have the same hopes and fears. 

 I want what you want. 

 I have fought to get where I am today. 

 I have fought to get jobs, to get pay rises and get on the housing ladder. 

 I have juggled my career with raising two wonderful daughters. 

 I know how it feels to have your potential dismissed by those who think they know better. 

 I remember as a young girl being presented on a plane with a “Junior Air Hostess” badge. 

 Meanwhile, my brothers were given “Junior Pilot” badges. 

 It wasn’t the only time in my life that I have been treated differently for being female or for not 

fitting in. 

 It made me angry and it made me determined. 

 Determined to change things so other people didn’t feel the same way. 

 I remember growing up in Leeds, where I saw too many children being let down. 

 Let down by low expectations. 

 Let down by a Labour council who were more interested in political correctness than they were in 

school standards. 

 But I was lucky to have been brought up in a family that cared about education. 

 They taught me the value of hard work and enterprise. 

 And I stand here today as the first Prime Minister of our country to have gone to a comprehensive 

school. 

 That taught me two things. 

 One is that we have huge talent across the country. 

 And two, that we’re not making enough of it. 

 [...] 

To deliver this, we need to get Britain moving. 

 We cannot have any more drift and delay at this vital time. 

 Let’s remember where we were when I entered Downing Street. 

 [...] 

Now later on in my speech my friends I am going to talk about the anti-growth coalition. 

But I think they arrived in the hall a bit too early, they were meant to come later on. 

We will get onto them in a few minutes. 

But what we did is we acted. 

We made sure that the typical household energy bill shouldn’t be more than around £2,500 a year 

this winter and next. 

We followed up with immediate action to support businesses over the winter. 
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We are determined to shield people from astronomically high bills. 

[...] 

But it’s not the only challenge that we face. 

For too long, our economy has not grown as strongly as it should have done. 

I know what it is like to live somewhere that isn’t feeling the benefits of economic growth. 

I grew up in Paisley and in Leeds in the 80s and 90s. 

I have seen the boarded-up shops. 

I have seen people left with no hope turning to drugs. 

I have seen families struggling to put food on the table. 

Low growth isn’t just numbers on a spreadsheet. 

Low growth means lower wages, fewer opportunities and less money to spend on the things that 

make life better. 

It means our country falling behind other countries, including those who threaten our way of life. 

And it means the parts of our country that I really care about falling even further behind. 

That is why we must level up our country in a Conservative way, ensuring that everywhere 

everyone can get on. 

Conference it is wrong to invest only in places which are thriving, as economic models often have 

it. 

We need to fund the furthest behind first. 

And for too long, the political debate has been dominated by the argument about how we distribute 

a limited economic pie. 

Instead, we need to grow the pie so that everyone gets a bigger slice. 

That is why I am determined to take a new approach and break us out of this high-tax, low-growth 

cycle. 

And that is what our plan is about: it is about getting the economy growing and rebuilding Britain 

through reform.The scale of this challenge is immense: 

War in Europe for the first time in a generation… 

…A more uncertain world in the aftermath of Covid… 

…And a global economic crisis. 

That is why in Britain we need to do things differently. 

We need to step up. 

As the last few weeks have shown, it will be difficult. 

Whenever there is change, there is disruption. 

And not everyone will be in favour of change. 

But everyone will benefit from the result – a growing economy and a better future. 

That is what we have a clear plan to deliver. 
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I have three priorities for our economy: growth, growth and growth.Growth means more money in 

people’s pockets it means businesses creating jobs. 

Growth means people can feel secure and they can plan for their future. 

Fundamentally, growth helps people fulfil their hopes and their dreams. 

That is why our dynamic new Chancellor and I will be taking action in three areas. 

First of all, we will lower our tax burden. 

Over the summer, we had a robust debate. 

The Conservative party will always be the party of low taxes. 

Cutting taxes is the right thing to do morally and economically. 

Morally, because the state does not spend its own money. It spends the people’s money. 

Economically, because if people keep more of their own money, they are inspired to do more of 

what they do best. 

This is what grows the economy. 

[...] 

Cutting taxes helps us face this global economic crisis, putting up a sign that Britain is open for 

business. 

The fact is that the abolition of the 45p tax rate became a distraction from the major parts of our 

growth plan. 

That is why we are no longer proceeding with it. 

I get it and I have listened. 

Secondly, we will keep an iron grip on the nation’s finances. 

I believe in fiscal responsibility. 

I believe in getting value for the taxpayer. 

I believe in sound money and the lean state. 

I remember my shock opening my first paycheque to see how much money the taxman had taken 

out. 

[...] 

I am clear we cannot pave the way to sustainable economic growth without fiscal responsibility. 

So we will bring down debt as a proportion of our national income. 

We are seeing rising interest rates worldwide in the wake of Putin’s war and Covid. 

The Federal Reserve has been hiking rates in America and has signalled more rises to 

come.Inflation is high across the world’s major economies. 

[...] 

Now, we must breakdown the barriers to growth built up in our system over decades. 

Decisions take too long. 

Burdens on businesses are too high. 
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Infrastructure projects get delayed for years, and years and years. 

As a result, we have seen economic growth choked off. 

[...] 

By the end of next year, all EU-inspired red tape will be history. 

Instead, we will ensure regulation is pro-business and pro-growth. 

Leaving the EU gives us the chance to do things differently. 

[...]We are in tough times. 

But I want you to know that day in, day out, I’m thinking about how we get this country moving. 

I’m working flat out to make sure people can get through this crisis. 

So let me be clear, we have your back. 

That is why the Government took decisive action to tackle the energy crisis. 

It is why we are pushing ahead with our plan for growth. 

Economic growth makes life better and easier for everyone – and it will level up our country. 

I know that is what people want to see. 

Economic growth will mean we can afford great public services such as schools, the police and the 

NHS. 

Our fantastic Deputy Prime Minister and Health Secretary will deliver for patients so they can 

expect a GP appointment within two weeks. 

[...] We are working to put this country on the path to long-term success. 

[...] 

And that will mean challenging those who try to stop growth. 

I will not allow the anti-growth coalition to hold us back. 

Labour, the Lib Dems and the SNP… 

…The militant unions, the vested interests dressed up as think-tanks… 

…The talking heads, the Brexit deniers and Extinction Rebellion and some of the people we had in 

the hall earlier. 

The fact is they prefer protesting to doing. 

They prefer talking on Twitter to taking tough decisions. 

They taxi from North London townhouses to the BBC studio to dismiss anyone challenging the 

status quo. 

From broadcast to podcast, they peddle the same old answers. 

It’s always more taxes, more regulation and more meddling. 

Wrong, wrong, wrong. 

We see the anti-growth coalition at work across the country. 

Keir Starmer wants to put extra taxes on the companies we need to invest in our energy security. 

And his sticking plaster solution will only last six months. 
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He has no long-term plan and no vision for Britain. 

Mark Drakeford in Wales is cancelling road-building projects and refusing to build the M4 relief 

road. 

Nicola Sturgeon won’t build new nuclear power stations in Scotland to solve the energy crisis in 

Scotland. 

Have these people ever seen a tax rise they don’t like? 

Or an industry they don’t want to control? 

They don’t understand the British people. 

They don’t understand aspiration. 

They are prepared to leave our towns and cities facing decline. 

My friends, does this anti-growth coalition have any idea who pays their wages? 

It’s the people who make things in factories across our country. 

It’s the people who get up at the crack of dawn to go to work. 

It’s the commuters who get trains into towns and cities across our country. 

I’m thinking of the white van drivers, the hairdressers, the plumbers, the accountants, the IT 

workers and millions of others up and down the UK. 

The anti-growth coalition just doesn’t get it. 

This is because they don’t face the same challenges as normal working people. 

These enemies of enterprise don’t know the frustration you feel to see your road blocked by 

protesters, or the trains off due to a strike. 

In fact, their friends on the hard Left tend to be the ones behind the disruption. 

The anti-growth coalition think the people who stick themselves to trains, roads and buildings are 

heroes. 

I say the real heroes are those who go to work, take responsibility and aspire to a better life for 

themselves and their family. 

And I am on their side. 

We will build roads, rail, energy and broadband quicker. 

We will be proudly pro-growth, pro-aspiration and pro-enterprise. 

That is how we will forge ahead on our long-term path to national success.In this new era, we are 

taking a new approach. 

My friends, we are focused on boosting growth and opportunity across our country. 

This mission will be difficult but it is necessary. 

We have no alternative if we want to get our economy moving again. 

I am ready to make hard choices. 

You can trust me to do what it takes. 

The status quo is not an option. 
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That is why we cannot give in to the voices of decline. 

We cannot give in to those who say Britain can’t grow faster. 

[…] 

Together, we can unleash the full potential of our great country. 

That is how we will build a new Britain for a new era. 

 


